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Abstra t
This do ument des ribes the approa h to model he king of software programs suggested by T. Ball and S. Rajamani with their \Bebop" model he ker. This approa h is
novel in that it allows fast he king of terminating programs, even if they in lude proedure alls or re ursion. An extension to this model he ker is then des ribed. This
extension allows the he king of arbitrary onditions for nonterminating programs, while
still supporting pro edure alls and re ursion. Finally, some open questions are presented.

1 Introdu tion
Model he king is a very powerful way to prove that a system obeys a given spe i ation. This
makes it possible to know with ertainty that for example \bad" behavior will never happen,
or that some desired property will eventually be rea hed by the system. Model he king is
beginning to be widely used in industry to he k hardware designs ([HR00℄, p. xi).
Currently, software is typi ally not he ked for orre tness. Even though software ould
theoreti ally be model he ked in the same way that hardware is, software systems typi ally
have many more states and this auses what is known as state explosion: the number of states
in the model grows very fast and model he king omputations be ome rapidly infeasible.
Several approa hes have been proposed to solve this problem with he king software (see
\related work" in se tion 6), but with only limited su ess so far.
This do ument des ribes the approa h suggested by T. Ball and S. Rajamani of Mi rosoft
in [BR00℄, whi h an handle pro edures and re ursion { but only for terminating programs
with a single entry and exit point.
Their approa h is eÆ ient enough to be used in non-trivial programs and it makes it possible
to ompletely automate the he king pro ess, whi h makes it very attra tive and allows even
software engineers who are not well versed in logi and math to bene t from the tool.
Their approa h works by rst abstra ting the program in a very radi al way, and then
re ne it progressively in order to be able to verify a ertain pre-determined spe i ation 
using ontext-free language rea hability.
In the rst part of this paper I give an overview of this te hnique and des ribe it in some
detail. In a se ond part I present an extension of their work that extends the algorithm to
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work with (1) graphs with several entry and exit points and (2) to nonterminating programs.
Finally, I present a number of open questions for future work.
2 Obje tives
[BR00℄ presents boolean programs as a good approa h to model he king software be ause they
are abstra tions of the original program with less states - therefore avoiding or redu ing state
explosion. There are a few subtleties with boolean programs but the basi idea is that in these
programs, all variables an take only one of two values: true or false. A omplete des ription
is given in the next se tion.
The obje tive is to use boolean programs to he k a C or Java program against a given
temporal property . Ultimately, the aim is to be able to he k these programs dire tly and
entirely automati ally. Theoreti ally, model he king an be dire tly applied to the sour e C
program. However, sin e C has numeri al types like \int" that have many possible values,
model he king su ers from state explosion and be ome too omputationally expensive. The
idea, therefore, is to abstra t the original C program into a boolean program, in whi h the
number of states is smaller: the program then be omes easier to model he k. Naturally some
pre autions need to be taken in order for the boolean program to orre tly abstra t the original
program. We dis uss these in more details in the next se tion.
Mi rosoft's paper presents additional goals, whi h an be seen as derivations of the original
idea. These ve goals are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Model he king boolean programs is eÆ ient.
If the property is not satis ed in the program, a shortest tra e1 is generated.
It is possible to translate other languages su h as C++ and Java into boolean programs.
Boolean programs an be re ned and proven orre t, just as FSMs an be re ned and
proven orre t using the semanti s of tra e in lusion.
5. The model he king algorithms on boolean programs are able to exploit the inherent
modularity and abstra tion boundaries present in the sour e programs for more eÆ ien y.

As explained in more detail in the on lusion, most but not all of these obje tives have been
rea hed in [BR00℄. The ultimate aim is to bring the reliability of hardware to the software
world.
The urrent justi ation for this resear h at Mi rosoft is to make it possible to he k devi e
drivers for orre tness under Windows 2000. This area is important be ause devi e drivers
are granted spe ial a ess privileges into the operating system kernel ode and therefore a
defe tive driver ould ompromise the whole system's integrity (e.g. for ing the user to reboot
the ma hine or ompromising the data stored on the disk).
1 By

shortest tra e we mean the shortest list of the states (or lines) the program goes through.
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3 Boolean Programs
One of the te hniques ommonly used to ombat state explosion when he king a property 
against a program M is abstra tion, in whi h some aspe ts of M that do not in uen e the proof
are ignored. In [BR00℄, the authors use boolean programs to iteratively onstru t abstra tions,
in the hope that this pro ess helps ght state explosion.
A boolean program is a program written in a restri ted form of the C programming language in whi h all variables are of type boolean. Boolean programs introdu e a form of nondeterminism, in whi h one of two bran hes an be alled in a non-deterministi manner (see
example below). Re ursive pro edure alls are possible in this language, as well as the use
of pointers. Pro edure semanti s are always all-by-value. One of the spe ial features of the
boolean programs is that they use \assert" statements (of the form assert(boolean fun tion)).
If the boolean fun tion evaluates to false, then this path is pruned. These assertions are not
inserted by the programmer dire tly but rather by the an earlier phase of the he king pro ess
itself. We dis uss these statements in more detail in se tion 4.3. The omplete grammar of
boolean programs is presented in annex A. Here is an example of a program with the orresponding boolean program:
Original Program Boolean Program

pro edure main() main()
begin
begin
b := 3
skip;
if (a==5) begin if (*) then
printf(\ ve")
skip;
end
A()
A();
skips
end
end
As you an see, most instru tions are repla ed with \skip" statements (that do nothing).
Also, the ondition of the if bran h has been repla ed with a nondeterministi hoi e. The
pro edure all stays, however. For te hni al reasons, a skip statement is inserted after all su h
alls. It is lear in this example that all lines that an be rea hed in the original program are
also rea hable in the boolean one.
These boolean programs an also be des ribed with a grammar and represented as graphs.
Be ause of the pro edure alls and re ursion, however, these graphs are not as simple as nite
state ma hines and the onventional model- he king algorithms annot be dire tly applied to
them.
Boolean programs de ne ontext-free languages whi h an be he ked by a push-down mahine. Boolean programs build upon work by [RHS94℄, whi h de nes the interpro edural,
nite, distributive, subset problem (IFDS) framework, a variant of Sharir and Pnueli's \fun tional approa h" to interpro edural data ow analysis. The extension allows them to handle
lo al variables and parameters.
Boolean programs are represented using a variant of RHS' IFDS framework. In this framework a program is represented as a dire ted graph G = (N  ; E ) alled a supergraph. G
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onsists of a olle tion of graphs (one for ea h pro edure), one of whi h, Gmain , represents the
program's main pro edure (i.e. ontains the program's main entry and exit points). Ea h graph
Gi has a unique start node si and a unique exit node ei . The other nodes in the graph represent
the statements and predi ates of the pro edure in the usual way, ex ept that a pro edure all
is represented by two nodes, a all node and a return-site node.
In addition to the ordinary intrapro edural edges that onne t the nodes of the individual
graphs, for ea h pro edure all, represented by all-node and return-site r, G has three edges:
 An intrapro edural all-to-return-site edge from to r;
 An interpro edural all-to-start edge from to the start node of the alled pro edure
 An interpro edural exit-to-return-site edge from the exit node of the alled pro edure to
r.
The all-to-return-site edges are in luded so that the IFDS framework an handle programs
with lo al variables and parameters. The data ow fun tions on all-to-return-site and exit-toreturn-site edges permit the information about lo al variables that holds at the all site to be
ombined with information about global variables that holds at the end of the alled pro edure.
These supergraphs represent ontext-free languages be ause pro edure return semanti s are
enfor ed. These language semanti s require pro edure alls to eventually return to the alling
site: ea h pro edure all ( all-to-start edge) must be losed by a orresponding pro edure return
(exit-to-return-site edge), and these pairs must be properly nested. The paths that satisfy these
requirements are alled (interpro edurally) valid paths.
The paper makes the unformulated assumption that these programs always terminate but
in a later se tion I show an extension of bebop that handles nonterminating programs.
4 Algorithm
4.1 Motivation

[BR00℄ presents an algorithm to determine whether a ertain set of error states an be rea hed
in a boolean program. It is argued that this is suÆ ient to prove any temporal property 
of boolean programs be ause the original boolean program B an be extended with a nite
state ma hine that he ks for the omplement of the temporal property . We obtain a new
boolean program B' in whi h some states S' orrespond to a violation of . Proving that 
is an invariant of C is equivalent to proving that S' is not rea hable in B'. This rea hability
analysis is then performed by exhaustively exploring all paths. In other words, the property is
he ked by exhaustively he king all possible paths for a ounter-example.
The main ontribution of the paper is the idea of automati ally generating abstra tions of
the original problem. Con eptually, the problem is rst abstra ted as mu h as possible and then
progressively re ned until being \ lose enough" to the original program - but still, hopefully,
mu h simpler.
Another important point is that the algorithm is eÆ ient be ause it reates \summaries"
of pro edures and then reuses them when the pro edure is alled again.
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4.2 Iterative Re nement

Sin e the original program C is too big to be model he ked dire tly, it is abstra ted by a
boolean program B0 in the following manner:
1. All onditions are repla ed by a non-deterministi hoi e.
2. All instru tions are repla ed by a skip operation (whi h does nothing).
This rst abstra tion is alled the boolean-normal form of C . There is a one-to-one mapping
from the statements in C to the statements of B0 . B0 is an abstra tion of C in the sense that
ea h valid path in C orresponds to a valid path in B0. However we say that B0 is weaker than
C be ause valid paths in B0 do not ne essarily orrespond to valid paths in C (maybe in C it
appears that the ondition in the \if" statement annot be satis ed). It follows from this that
if a statement is rea hable in C then it is also rea hable in B0 . Re ipro ally, if a statement is
not rea hable in B0 then it is not rea hable in C either. We use the notation C  B0 to denote
this fa t (Intuitively, this notation means that the set of valid tra es in B0 is a superset of the
set of valid tra es in C ).
To determine whether a given statement s (witness of a violation of some temporal property
) is rea hable in C , the algorithm rst builds B0 in the manner des ribed above. If s is not
rea hable in B0 then we know it is not rea hable in C either and we are done. If, on the other
hand, s turns out to be rea hable in B0 then a path is built from the witness tra e and used
in a path simulation on C . If the simulation su eeds then we know that s is rea hable in C ,
and we have a sample tra e that violates . If not, then we use the information of the tra e to
ome up with a new abstra tion B1 that is more a urate: C  B1  B0 . All realizable paths
in C are still realizable in B1, but the o ending tra e (realizable in B0) is no longer realizable
in B1. We say that B1 is a re nement of B0.
The algorithm then tries on e again to rea h s, in B1 this time. There are three di erent
ways the algorithm an terminate:
1. The statement s is determined to be rea hable (if ne essary by re ning until Bn is nearly
indistinguishable from C ), and a witness tra e is produ ed.
2. The statement s is determined to not be rea hable in C .
3. s is rea hable in one of the abstra tions Bi but the algorithm is not able to reate an
appropriate re nement of Bi. In this ase, the algorithm terminates with an answer of
\don't know".
4.3 Re nement

In this se tion, I des ribe in more detail how a boolean program Bi is re ned into Bi+1. This
re nement onsists of two steps. First, an o ending tra e in Bi is used in a path simulator to
ome up with the variables that are be added to Bi. Se ond, the variables are added and other
modi ations are made to generate a new boolean program Bi+1 whi h is both an abstra tion
of C and a re nement of Bi .
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The rst step is des ribed in se tion 4.6, "Path Simulation". In short, it onsists in running
through the program step by step, taking note of the various assertions in order to dete t an
in onsisten y.
Suppose that Bi's tra e orresponds to an (invalid) path in C in whi h some numeri al
variable v is rst set to 5 and then ompared with 2. The path is feasible in Bi be ause the test
is repla ed by a nondeterministi hoi e, but it is not feasible in C be ause it is not possible
that v = 5 ^ v < 2. In this ase the path simulator would determine that a new boolean
variable fv < 2g is ne essary (\fv < 2g" is not an expression but the variable name itself).
That variable is introdu ed in Bi+1 and set to 0 (false) at the lo ation orresponding to the
assignment in C . The nondeterministi bran hing that orresponds to \if v < 2" in C is not
modi ed, but instead the \yes" bran h is be annotated with assert(fv < 2g) and the \no"
bran h is be annotated with assert(notfv < 2g). All other lo ations in Bi where the value of
fv < 2g is modi ed or tested are updated as well.
One spe ial ase o urs when the value of the variable modeled by fv < 2g is modi ed,
but the new value annot be determined (for example, it depends on another variable of C that
has not yet been added to Bi+1 ). In this ase, fv < 2g is set to a spe ial value \*", whi h
in e e t means \don't know". The rules of boolean logi are expanded so that any operation
on \*" returns \*", and assert() does not result in a bran h being dis arded. In the ase
where fv < 2g is not set to \*", the assertion statements that have been inserted after the
nondeterministi bran h will ause the \wrong" path, when taken, to be immediately dis arded.
The end result is identi al to the repla ement of the nondeterministi bran h by a deterministi
one 2. I an only guess that the reason for this design de ision is that the authors expe t that
\assert" statements may be inserted for some other reason as well.
4.4 Rea hability

It is lear that state exploration on a nite state ma hine an dis over ounterexamples to any
temporal property . The paper laims that their algorithm (\Bebop") works not only for
nite state ma hines, but also for ontext-free languages. Furthermore, the algorithm not only
nds ounterexamples but an also prove that none exist.
Let us deal with the se ond laim rst. The reason why Bebop an prove that no ounterexample exists is be ause it exhaustively explores all the states. Clearly, if no rea hable states
violates  then M j= .
But how an there be only nitely many states if the program an be re ursive { and,
hen e, its runs an last in nitely long? Well, the program may run in nitely long, but sin e
all variables are de ned over nite domains, it only explores a nite number of states. These
states are de ned as a tuple ontaining the value of all the variables in the system and the
number of the line that is about to be exe uted3 . For example if  is the set of lines in the
program, and  is the set of boolean variables then the state spa e is   2. There is a nite
number of su h states and, sin e they only need to be explored nitely often, model he king
will terminate.
Therefore, it is possible to dete t unrea hable states and prove temporal properties . By
2 Bran
3 Note

h that would revert to being nondeterministi if the value of the variable turned out to be \*".
that this is di erent from the traditional notion of state, whi h also in ludes the all sta k.
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the same argument, it is possible to he k whether the program eventually terminates or not
(despite the fa t that in all generality this problem is unde idable).
4.5 Summary Edges

The algorithm attempts to take advantage of the abstra tion boundaries present in C . To this
e e t, while model he king one of the boolean programs B that abstra ts C , it omputes exe ution summaries for ea h pro edure all. These exe ution summaries an be used dire tly when
the same pro edure is alled again, instead of having to go through the pro edure subgraph.
This te hnique is des ribed in [BR00 ℄.
The exe ution summary, for ea h pro edure p, ontains a set of pairs of the form (I; O). I is
a valuation for global variables when entering p and O is the valuation for these same variables
just after the pro edure all. For example, if in a parti ular exe ution the variable fa < 2g is
true, p is alled and this variable is false after the all, then a pair (I; O) is be added to the set
of summaries of p and fa < 2g 2 I and (not fa < 2g) 2 O. An entry for ea h of the other
global variables is added to I and O, ea h valued to either 'true', 'false' or '*'.
The goal of exe ution summaries is to speed up he king omputation for realisti size
programs, whi h is ertainly reasonable. The algorithm as des ribed exploits the modularity
from pro edural abstra tion. Other abstra tions like the ones introdu ed by obje t orientation
or pa kage boundaries, however, are not utilized.
4.6 Path Simulation

Path simulation onsists in stepping through the program, following the tra e generated on the
orresponding graph. This is done after a tra e has been found that rea hes a state of , and
has two goals: (1) Determining whether that run is valid in C and (2), if it is, identifying the
elements whi h will then be in orporated into the boolean program Bi to re ne it and ontinue
the pro ess of model he king.
The path simulator goes through C , following the tra e  that was originally found on Bi .
This is possible be ause, again, there is a one-to-one orresponden e between the states in C and
the states in Bi . Path simulation is based on symboli evaluation, des ribed in [CR81, DE82℄.
A path simulator ontains an environment (Env) mapping variables to symboli values and
a set of onditions (Cond) over these symboli values. Both Env and Cond are updated as
the simulator steps through the program. If Cond never be omes self- ontradi ting then  was
e e tively a tra e of C .
Otherwise, the infeasibility of the path an be \explained" as a onjun tion of onditions
E derived from the state of the path simulator where the ontradi tion arises. The details of
how this pro edure are given in [BR00b℄.
The te hnique is inspired from the on ept of strongest pre ondition and a simpli ed explanation follows: Let be the statement in whi h Cond be omes self- ontradi tory. Sin e only
these two kind of statements that modify Cond, is either an assignment of the form a = b or
an assertion of the form assert( ). In the rst ase, the ontradi tion is reated through some
assertion assert( ) in Cond that is not ompatible with the new value of a.
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In both ases, the expression represented by is violated in C but not in Bi. Let = V vi .
i
Adding the variables fvig to Bi yields a new program Bi+1 in whi h is no longer rea hable
via this path. Furthermore, P  Bi+1  Bi .
Let us go through an example, with the following program C (pseudo ode, numbered lines).
The goal is to determine whether the ERROR statement is rea hable in C .
1: a := 1
2: if (a>5) then
3: ERROR
4: end

First boolean program B0 :
1: skip;
2: if (*) then
3:
skip;
4:
ERROR
5: fi

The ERROR state is rea hable in B0. The path simulation, however, will determine that
this path is not valid in C be ause a:=1 is not ompatible with the a>5 mandated by this if
bran h. The failing ondition is: \a>5". Therefore a new variable fa > 5g is introdu ed,
resulting in the following program for B1:
0:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

de l {a>5};
{a>5} := F;
if (*) then
assert({a>5});
ERROR
fi

Exhaustive sear h now reveals that state 4 is not rea hable in B1 , whi h on ludes the proof
that ERROR (vertex 4) is not rea hable in C . In fa t, the omplete algorithm has the further
optimization that it does not use all the expressions in Cond but possibly only a subset of
them.
5 Open Questions
In the ourse of this proje t, a number of andidate \open questions" have been asked. I will
present them here, even though some of them have been answered in the meantime.
5.1 Liveness

One of the open questions I presented in the status reports was, \Can this algorithm he k
liveness properties?". It turns out that it an.
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Properties like AGf (\it is always the ase that f") an be he ked by trying to rea h
statements that would ause f to be violated. If after exploring all paths no su h statement has
been rea hed then the property holds.
Liveness properties are of the form AFf (\inevitably f") or AG(f =) AFg) (\every time
that f, g eventually happens"). These properties an be he ked just like safety, by adding
ode that he ks whether the omplement of these properties happens and by he king to see
whether one of the states witnessing this violation is rea hable. For example in the ase of AFf,
a boolean variable ff happenedg would be reated and initially set to false. Every statement
in whi h f indeed happens be modi ed to add ff happenedg = true. Finally, just before main's
exit node we add the ommand: \if (not ff happenedg) then " and he k for rea hability of
. If is rea hable, then the liveness property has been violated and the algorithm produ es
a tra e that witnesses this violation.
=AG(f =) AFg) an be he ked in a similar way, by keeping tra k of f and g and then
he king the rea hability of the exit node with f true and g false. If it is not rea hable, then 
holds.
So we an indeed he k liveness, the only onstraint being that we identify where the \end"
of the program is.
5.2 Multiple entry or exit points

Allowing multiple entry points an be handled almost trivially by reating a new entry point
with an edge to ea h of the previous entry points. This new vertex is equivalent to a nondeterministi hoi e of any of the entry points. The exit points an then be similarly linked to a
single new exit point.
5.3 Non-Terminating Programs

It turns out that, even though the paper does not mention this fa t expli itly, the algorithm
it des ribes an be extended to non-terminating programs (i.e. !-Push Down Automata).
Additionally, this extension makes it possible to he k liveness for non-terminating programs
as well.
Until this point we assumed that the program ontained an entry point and an exit point.
We shall rst relax the se ond assumption and do without an exit point. Rather, the exit point
is still there but it needs not be rea hable.
Safety an still be he ked in the usual way, even in this framework: the model he ker will
visit all states in a sear h for a violation of the liveness property. If no su h violation happens,
then the program has been proven safe.
As dis ussed in the previous paragraph, the same reasoning applies to liveness, in the sense
of "eventually F" (AFF). 1However, in non-terminating programs, a mu h more interesting
liveness property arises: AF F (in nitely often F , or AGAFF ). Can we extend the boolean
program algorithm to allow he king for this kind of liveness properties?
Remember that the exploded supergraph des ribed in [RHS94℄ ontains a node per program
state and edges represent valid transitions. Is it enough to dire tly model he k this graph?
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Not quite, be ause interpro edural paths are a on ern.
It turns out that this he king is nevertheless possible after some modi ations to both the
Bebop and the data ow analysis algorithm. We use EG, EU and EX as our base for model
he king. It is well known that all CTL formulas an be expressed using only these three
temporal operators.
Before I an explain the algorithm, a few de nitions need to be introdu ed.
statement is an instru tion in a boolean program B . Ea h su h statements
orresponds to a vertex in the data ow supergraph VB that orresponds to B . Intuitively, edges

De nition 1 A

will be introdu ed between two verti es if the orresponding instru tions are in su ession.

De nition 2 For a set V of variables in the boolean program B , a valuation
fun tion that asso iates every boolean variable in V with a boolean value.

to V is a

De nition 3 A state of B is a pair hi; i, where i 2 VB and is a valuation to the variables
in InS opeB (i). Intuitively, a state ontains the program ounter(i) and the value of all the
variables visible at that point ( ). States(B ) is the set of all states of B .
De nition 4 A path edge in ident into a vertex v is a pair h 1 ; 2 i where 1 is a valuation
of the initial vertex that allows the pro edure whi h ontains v to be rea hable (the weakest
pre ondition of P ro OfB (v )) and 2 is a valuation that an o ur at v . PathEdges(v ) is the
set of all path edges in ident into v .

The rst step of the new algorithm is to reate the exploded supergraph. This is done as
follows.
1. Run the original Bebop algorithm on e, reating all the summary edges and path edges.
2. Transform the data ow supergraph VB into the exploded supergraph E . Formally, for
ea h vertex v 2 VB , reate x nodes vi0 , x = jInS opeB (v)j. Ea h of these nodes orrespond
to a state.
For ea h edge e from v to w 2 VB , reate an edge e0ij between ea h vi0 and wj0 for whi h
9(h 1 ; 2i 2 Join(P athEdge(v); transferv ); h 3 ; 4i 2 P athEdge(w)) : 2 = 4 (i.e.
state wj0 is a su essor of state vi0 | being at vertex v with state i it is a valid transition
to move to vertex w with state j ).
Note that this will reate summary edges in E , too. We all summary edges in E all the
edges that link two nodes that were linked with a summary edge in VB .
Note that this step has to be performed only on e. The di erent temporal properties are
then he ked on this graph.
To he k E [ 1U 2℄:
1. Mark all states of 2 with \E [ 1 U 2 ℄".
2. Repeat until no hange:
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3. label any state with E [ 1U 2 ℄ if it is labeled with 1 and at least one of its su essors
(ex luding summary and exit-to-return-site edges) is labeled with E [ 1 U 2 ℄.
4. If a state ni is labeled with 1 and all its su essors via all-to-start edges are labeled
with E [ 1 U 2 ℄, and if its su essors via all all-to-return-site edges are also labeled with
E [ 1 U 2 ℄ then label ni with E [ 1 U 2 ℄.
5. end repeat
After the algorithm ompletes (whi h will eventually happen sin e the number of states in
nite), we an say that E [ 1 U 2 ℄ holds for B i at least one of the states in E that orresponds
to FirstB (main) is labeled E [ 1 U 2 ℄. If E [ 1 U 2 ℄ does not hold for B , it does not hold for C
either.
To he k EG 1 :
1. Mark all states of 1 with \EG 1".
2. Repeat until no hange:
3. label any state with EG 1 if it is labeled with 1 and all of its su essors (ex luding
exit-to-return-site edges) are labeled with EG 1.
4. If a state ni is labeled with 1 and all its su essors via all-to-start edges are labeled with
EG 1 , and if its su essors via all all-to-return-site edges are also labeled with EG 1 ,
then label ni with EG 1 .
5. end repeat
After the algorithm ompletes we an say that EG 1 holds for B i at least one of the
states in E that orresponds to FirstB (main) is labeled EG 1 . If EG 1 does not hold for B ,
it does not hold for C either.
To he k EX 1:
1. label any state with EX 1 if it has at least one su essor (ex luding summary edges)
labeled with 1 .
Be ause we run Bebop beforehand, exit nodes of fun tions are be marked with EX 1 if 1
holds in the return node of at least one of the pla es whi h alled that fun tion. This is the
expe ted behavior. Again, if EX 1 does not hold for B it does not hold for C either.
Che king for 1 , 1 _ 2 and 1 ^ 2 is done in the traditional model he king manner,
sin e these properties are not on erned with transitions.
Note that this algorithm exploits the abstra tion boundaries reated by the interpro edural
alls. If it determines that B does not satisfy the property  (expressed in terms of EG, EX
and EU), then we know that C does not satisfy it either: We proved the program wrong and
an produ e a ounterexample tra e.
If, however, the property  holds then it may or may not hold in C . To determine this,
Bebop uses a witness tra e that satis es  and try to apply it to C . If the tra e works for
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C then the program was proved orre t. Otherwise, Bebop uses the tra e to ome up with a
re ned version of B , Bi+1, whi h will be model- he ked similarly.
Just like the original algorithm, this modi ed version an terminate in one of three ways:

1. The statement s is determined to be rea hable (if ne essary by re ning until Bn is nearly
indistinguishable from C ), and a witness tra e is produ ed.
2. The statement s is determined to not be rea hable in C .
3. s is rea hable in one of the abstra tions Bi but the algorithm is not able to reate an
appropriate re nement of Bi. In this ase, the algorithm terminates with an answer of
\don't know".
Unlike the original Bebop algorithm however, this modi ed version is able to he k programs
that do not terminate. This an prove dire tly useful when he king ertain kind of devi e
drivers, whi h was part of the original goal of the Bebop e ort. We shown that he king of
nonterminating programs was possible, but work remains to try to nd faster algorithms.
5.4 Other open questions

Lu kily, I have not been able to answer all the open questions I ame up with and therefore
the following questions remain open:
1. Can these te hniques be expanded to use other programming languages abstra tions su h
as lasses and modules?
2. Can these te hniques be expanded to take on urrent programs into a ount?
3. Is it possible for some past re nement to be ome redundant relative to a newer re nement,
and if so an the algorithm be enhan ed by removing su h redundant state information?
The answer to this rst open question is almost ertainly yes; it will be interesting to see
how this is done. The reason why these abstra tions are not leveraged is probably that the
primary target language is C (whi h is not obje t-oriented). I have no doubt, however, that
Mi rosoft will eventually extend their work to in lude other languages like C++ or Java and
then nd a way to leverage further abstra tions sin e (1) this will enable model he king of
larger programs and (2) the extension will be natural and should be fairly easy to implement.
One way to leverage obje t orientation is to look at variables: Obje ts ontain variables that
are not global to the whole program nor lo al to a pro edure all, but lo al within the group of
pro edures that omprise the obje t. Therefore, if no pro edure of an obje t is ever alled then
its variables an safely be eliminated from the model. Another idea would be to utilize obje t
invariants: obje ts are typi ally designed to have invariants, and sometimes ode is inserted in
order to dete t invariant violations. Sin e the information is available, a model he king tool
ould be developed whi h model he ks these invariants (and hen e formally establishes their
invarian e) and uses them to speed up the he king of the omplete program.
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A similar approa h an be taken with pa kages, or modules. Additionally, modules are (or
should be) usually largely independant of ea h other, whi h suggest that they ould be he ked
separately, using some new me hanism similar to pro edure summaries to ombine the results of
the individual he ks. Also, the results of these he ks ould be stored on persistent medium so
that if the engineer modi es one module and then veri es the software, the untou hed modules
do not have to be explored at all.
The se ond question is an interesting one, be ause it turns out that after I in luded it in
this paper Mi rosoft has ome up with a solution to it! This solution is des ribed in a paper
by Thomas Ball, Sagar Chaki and Sriram K. Rajamani ([BCR00℄). The abstra t des ribes
their work as: \We present Lo al/Global Finite State Ma hines (LGFSMs) as a model for a
ertain lass of multithreaded libraries. We have developed a tool alled Bea on that does
parameterized model he king of LGFSMs". Furthermore, they have used this tool to he k a
riti al safety property of Ro kall.
The third open question hints at one of the possible limitations of the bebop algorithm: are
all of the re nements ne essary, of will the re nement pro ess introdu e unne essary omplexity
of its own?
A solution to this question would involve an in-depth exmination of the algorithm, or
perhaps simply lu k at nding \worst- ase" examples. These examples may, in turn, provide
insight into ways to enhan e the boolean program algorithm.
6 Related Work
Applying model he king to software has been explored before, and several notions of re nement, in luding tra e ontainment, have been studied in the past [Mil71, AL88, Kur94℄. Boolean
programs an be viewed as abstra t interpretations of the underlying program [CC77℄. The
onne tion between model he king, data ow analysis and abstra t interpretation have been
studied before [S h98, CC00℄. The model he king problem for pushdown automata has been
studied before as well [SB92, BEM97, FWW97℄.
The CFL rea hability framework from [RHS94℄ builds on earlier work in interpro edural
data ow analysis from [KS92℄ and [SP81℄. Exploiting design modularity in model he king has
been re ognized as a key to s alability of model he king [AH96, AG00℄.
Program sli ing is a proje tion operation on programs that preserves the exe ution behavior
of the proje tion [Wei82℄. However, as explained in [BR00℄, it is di erent from the iterative
re nement of boolean programs.
7 Con lusion
Looking ba k at the goals of the [BR00℄ paper, we an see that three of them have already been
rea hed (even though the last one is open to debate):
1. If the property is not satis ed in the program, a shortest tra e is generated.
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2. Boolean programs an be re ned and proven orre t, just as FSMs an be re ned and
proven orre t using the semanti s of tra e in lusion.
3. Model he king boolean programs is eÆ ient.
And two have not:
1. It is possible to translate other languages su h as C++ and Java into boolean programs.
2. The model he king algorithms on boolean programs are able to exploit the inherent
modularity and abstra tion boundaries present in the sour e programs for more eÆ ien y.
Even though it is ertainly possible, the translation of other languages into boolean programs
has not been implemented yet. Also, even though the bebop model he ker takes advantage
of the abstra tion of pro edures, it does not (yet) take advantage of obje t orientation or the
other existing abstra tions.
We have been able to show extensions of the algorithm that widen its appli ability to nonterminating programs. These extensions also take advantage of the interpro edural abstra tions
and are also able to automati ally ome up with an eÆ ient abstra tion of the initial program.
A number of open questions have then been dis ussed, and suggestions or ideas for future work
have been formulated.
This paper and many similar ones before it tries to make it possible to he k software
against a given model, I would say despite the language used (C in this ase). I believe that
in the long run the only way to ome to a really useful he king tool is to modify the language
itself to leverage the power of model he king or other approa hes. To quote Dijkstra: \A
programmer has to be able to demonstrate that his program has the required properties. If this
omes as an afterthought, it is all but ertain that he won't be able to meet this obligation"
(EDW1305). This an be read as saying that programmers should be mathemati ians and it
ertainly would help if they were. However a mu h more pra ti al approa h would be to give
programmers powerful tools with whi h they an he k their programs as they write them,
not as an afterthought. This should ertainly make he king both more eÆ ient and more
produ tive, and maybe would in itate some software engineers to take some lasses in math or
formal veri ation!
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A Grammar of Boolean Programs
Syntax
prog ::= de l* pro *
de l ::= de l id+ ;
id ::= [a-zA-Z ℄ [a-zA-Z0-9 ℄*
j f string g
pro ::= id ( id* ) begin de l* sseq end
sseq ::= stmt+
lstmt ::= stmt
j id : stmt
stmt ::= skip ;
j print ( expr+ );
j goto id
j return;
j id+ := expr+ id
j if ( de ider ) then sseq else sseq
j while ( de ider ) do sseq od
j assert ( de ider );
j id ( expr* );
de ider ::= *
j expr
expr ::= expr binop expr
j ! expr
j ( expr )
j id
j onst
binop ::= 0 j0 j 0 &0 j 0 ^0 j 0 =0 j 0 !=0 j 0 =)
onst ::= F j T

Des ription
A program is a list of global variable de larations
followed by a list of pro edure de nitions
De laration of variables
An identi er an be a regular C-style identi er
or a string of hara ters between 'f' and 'g'
Pro edure de nition
Sequen e of statements
Labeled statement
Parallel assignment
Conditional statement
Iteration statement
Assert statement
Pro edure all
Non-deterministi hoi e

0

Logi al onne tives
False/True
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